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Introduction,

The purpose of,this paper is

the linguistic setting of Arabic.

i i

present a general overview o

he main areas covered -di-

glossia, language description and:aomparison, and

are merely introductionsrthemseies to ill& status of Arabic. And.

although all three of the areagiare quite nearly inseparable, each

one would benefit greatly fro(an in-depth, comprehensive study.

This wrier has found it mos#ypleasurable, howeiter, delving into

those existing sources, thouqh few *they are, dealing with these,

three area and, for the fiest time, relating and exposing them,

standardization--

.

even if only in a superficial way. She anticipates carrying out

'a great deal of investigation in
othe seemingly complex and extreme-

.

ly fascinating Arabic lOguage field in the future.

I



4
ymbols ad Abbreviations

encl

(sUbscript dot)

0

s phonemic transcription;

.-encloses.glosses or translation
/

indicates'emphatic.velarized

sounds, with the exception of /12./,

which is not a velarized consonant;

its dot is merely to ditinguish it

from /h/

double phonemes ( /ii/ or /bb/) indicate long vowel or consonant
,

(0

ti

C1, C2.

V

CA

SA

ISA.

1

5

indicates liaison between words"
. ,

indicates division of a lingustic

.form at the end of a line

'alternates with'

a consonant

identifies positionof C ina root

or word'

a vowel

Classical Arabic

*Syrian Arabic.

Intercommon Spoken Arabic
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General Background,.to the Arabic-LangAge
t .

.
4 I-

Arabic is the official language-pi more than a dozen states,
. .

including Morocco,'Algeria, Tunisia, Libya, the United Arab .

RepUblic, Sudan, Lebanon, Syria,-Jordan, Iraq-y-lcuwait, Nemei,

Aden, and the- states of the Arabian peninsula {see-map-} . It

10.

belongs'to the SemitiC group of languages, which include Akkadian,

Ugaritic, Hebrew, Phoenician, Aramaic, Syriac, Ethiopic, SdUth°-

Arabic, and many Arabic dialects.\ Of these, Arabic is the most

important Semitic language, with over eighty million speakers.
k

1

Arabic itself can'be divided into Southern and'Northern dialects:
0

the earliest inscriptions available may be traced back to

Soahe n dialects of the bight century B.C., while Northern

Arabic id not appear until Much later. It was not until the

sixth century A.D. that a poetic koine:appeared, Which.developed

into the language of the Qur'an, Islam's sacred book, in the

following century. The Arabic o f the Qur!an and of literatuie
L.,

may be traced to the city o f Mecca and its surroundings in the

northwestern regioh of the Arabian 'Peninsula. (Beeston 1970:

11-15; Chejne 1969:25)

The term "Arabic" refers to a number of speech-forms which

are sufficiently homogeneous to be considered dialectal varie-

ties of a single language, although substantial differences

exist among them. One of these forms is the Classical Arabic .

of medieval times:. It was the language of pre-Lslamic poetry,

the Qur'an, and the literature, and is the primary written foriri

today. Classical Arabic, was also the language bf administration

and science and coexisted with many Arabic and non-Arabic dia-

lects; for it accompanied Islam throughout North and East Africa .

and into Central and Southeast Asia as a liturgical language,
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and it preservedGreek sciende through the Middle Ages. The

Muslim conquests in ;the 8th century stirred in scholars a fear
, .

that a very rapid evolution of. the language might lead to g

lass of ability to -understand the Qur krid.---ther-op-hetic

fttaditian, thereby producing a situation which parallels. the

evolution of the Romance languages'frpM the now,defurict Latin.

ence, Arabic grammar.and lexicography were barn in that century

to establish-a standard of "correct' Arabic. This very same

grammar is taught in the schools of the Arab world today and

yet remains the ideal aimed at by the educated classes for

literary ex4ression. (Chejne 1969:34; Bateson 1967:ix;.-BeeSion,

1970:14)
4

The second type of Arabic is the modern literary or stan-

' dard Arabic used throughout the whole Arabic-speaking world'

from Morocco in the west to Iran in the east. It is based-on

the Classical Arabic of medieiral times and has similar morphol-

,ogy, grammar, and syntax, but has included new vocabulary. It

is ,also like Classical Arabic in that it is the languagg of the

educated class and of a vast and varied literature, and it is

the common standard language thriving beside a large number of
1

r
dialects:1 (Chejne 1969:34)

The,third type of Arabic consists of localized varieties',

termed "Arabic dialects", which are used in the speech cif every-

'day life. Each. of these dialects contains features which, are

unique to ft as well.as features which are characteristic of .a large

geographical area:within the Arab world. (Chejne 1969:34) Since col-
,

qloquial Arabic is almost .entirely a spoken form of the language, anC

_since the Arab grammarians were only interested in the dialectp

for purposes of clarifying odd constructions'in Classical Arabic

10
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or for'identifying'errors to be.eradicdted from literary usage, the
.

-
. ... .

origins of the dialects ofcoiloguial
.

AFablc present14 iri us'e 'are
r.

, .

not clear.' One hypothesis that has been'suggested Isthat the
. .

mesdern dialects "are descendants of some forRof,intertribal'speech

in ,use during the. period of the conquestsecontaining--greater or
A

lesser admixture of Classical Arabic, and,owe.their -variation to

the indigenous influences." (Bateson 1967:94, 95)

Whether or not a hypothetical Arabic-koine is the common origin.

of the modern dialects does not alter the fact that for centuries ,

now a linguistic dichotomy has existed in the Arab world. This
o

phenomenon' is illustkated by the duality of the "'two levels of

life' - the keal self andthe ideal self":
. ,

The expected gap between the real.self of the Arab and
his ideal self becomes even larger when strengthened by the

.
superimposition of thegap between literary Arabic, which
reigns supreine in the ideal self, and colloguial.Arab-ic,
.which is the monopoly of the practical functions of the real
self. When the Arab thinks of his ideal self he'thinke.in
terms of what he has learned from reading and listening,
that is in terms of literary Arabic. But in his everyday
living, he is free to distinguish between_his ideal seise

and whatbp really thinks and does, thanks to his use of
the colloquial Arabic. (Chejne.1969:162)

Due in part, to deep hiitorical traditions, the two virtwally

separate languages have been perpetuated, thereby reinforci the

"psychological balance". Not onlz have there arisen compliOtations

in the.Arabs' thought, but an enduring division between two)Oocial

groups--the literate and illiterate--has resulted from ling1.4W
*

ling'

dualis4. However, in spite of the apparent,social str'atifie'kion
0 t

produced by them, the two language types have coexisted peace Ully

throughout the ages. The average Arab does not appearoto bei4

turbed at all by this linguistic dualism; for no threats of

linguistic revolt have yet been Voiced. It must be emphasizid;

that only from the intelligent;ia has protest come forth abolit;

whether the one or the other of the two languages should preVail.
11 ; u .

(Chejne 1969:162, 163)
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Digiossia'Situation

In recent years, study Of the development -land characteristics

oE standardized languageshas regained attention, Charles A.

Terguson (1959:325) examines"..-.one particular kind of standard-.

'ization where. two varieties qf,a language exist'side by side 7'

,.throughout the community, with each having,a-definite role to
4

play," which pertains ,to the,Arabic-speaking cowitries. The term b

"diglossia," introduced by Charles A.,Ferguson in this same study,

applies to this situation. Ferguson further, defines, the term in .

f

the following manner:

DIGLOSSIA is a relatively stable language situation in which,
in addition to the primary dialects of the language (which
may include a standard or regional standards), theie is a
very divergent, highly. codified (often grammatically more
complex) superposed variety,the vehicle of a large and
respected body of written literature, either ofall earlier
period or in another speech community, Ighichfis,learned,
largely by formal education and is used fdgomost written
and formal 'spoken purposes but is not used by any sector, of
the community for ordinary conversation. (1959:4336)

Diglossia its most likely ery vadespread phenomenon in
40

'speech communities. Severa ountries and languages, other than

those in the Arab wok which clearly belong in this cat are

Greece,. Switzerland, .anf3 (Fellman 1973:25; Ferguson 1959:

326) Of thesetfour, however, Arabic diglAsia is as Old as the

language itself,. and its clatRiCal language has remained relatively .

stable; the development of the other three diglossia situations:is

. r "
'relatively. more receAt and fairly well known. ( Ferguson 1959:327)

The, Arab, situation ..is/ also, unique in that its diglossic split is

linked with least thr &other cleavages: geographical splittings,

socio-economic splittin s, and ieligioup All of

havebeentm ually reinfocIng since the beginnings of

a.

4 12
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t recorded fite. nd cannot be easily sepat ted from the history of,

this area Of t e world. (Feliman 103:25),

Before,des ri6ing.iri detail the above socio-culfuralysetting
(

If diglosgia in the Arab world, the chaacteristics'of dj.g1tia
. ,.

.

,...
in general-mill be disCuSsed'(with some reference to Arqbic). ..

Ferguson:(1959:s328-,-336) identifies nine,features,of diglossia, 90.
,

°I which, havebeen,exprided upbn,irefined, and significantly con-
.

, .

-tributed to sociologiits-greatay conceimed with bilingual so- a
4

oieties: (Fiihmah,11967 and Gumperz, 1962). In describing the
. ,

/
r'.*

salient fatures-cif diglossia ab represented by Arabic ModeriT Greek,

4
,

apigs German, and Haitian Creole,Fergusbn speaks of the H ("high"-)

variety of each as "the superposed variety and of the L ("low")-

varieties as the regional dialects. His characteristics include:
e

(1) Function. . The specialization of function for H and L is

one of the most.important features of diglossia. Only H is

appropriate in one set of situations, while only L is appro-

priate in another;,with only slight overlapping of the

two sets. As an illustration, the following sample listing

IA 74 of situations indicates normal use:

H L

Sermon in church or mosque

Instructions to servants maiters,

workmen, clerks

Personal letter

Speech in parliament, political speech X

,cUniversity lecture

`Coni7ersation with family, friends,

colleagues

News broadcast

13
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Radio "soap opera"

Newspaper- editorial, news' story,

caption on pictiAre'
, -

',Caption on political cartoon

Poetry m.

4

Folk Literature

(2) Prestige. H is regarded superior to L by-all speakers in a
.

diglossia situation. They usually also believe that H 'is more'.

beautiful, more lbgical,and more capable of exRress4g important
4

-thoughts than L. In home cases; the superiority of H is related

to rel.igidn. In +rabic., 11, the language of the Qur'an, is
00° I in

regarded as constituting_ the actual words. of God and of having

existed during the creation of world itself.

(3) Liter heritage: There is al4ays a sizable\ body of written
A

literature in H which is highly esteemed by the speeqh community.'

X'

6

with certain

_qualifications

This body of literature may have been produced much earlier iAa-
the past *history of "he community or may be in production in

another speech community where H served as the standard variety

of the language. In Arabic, where the body of literati3re repre-4,

sents a long time span, contemporary writersand readers---regaV
. ;. /

and appreciate the use of archaic words, phrases, or constructions

as legitimate, even though the average educated reader will not

understand such usage without research on his part.

(4) Acquisition. L is invariably learned by children from their
. 1.

parents and from other ciliidren-- "in what may be regarded as the

'normal' way of learning one'.s mother tongue" ('p.+ 331) Hv

however, is learned chiefly through formal education. This

klaturally implies that 'the grammatical structure of L is. learned
!

14
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intuitively,, while that of 'H is learned interms of rules and

norms to be imitated.
, .

(5) Standardization Traditionally, there have always been

exhaustive descriptive and normative studies of the H form for

its grammar,
r

by contrast,

vocabulary, pronunciation, style, and orthography;

such studies of the L form either do not exist,. are

relatively recent and slight in quantity or, softer, are written

in other languages by foreign scholars carrying out such work.

In the Arabic speechNcommunity, there is/no standard L because

there is no single most important center of communication. Thus,

only regional standards exist in various areas. (The Arabic of

Damascus, for example, serves as a standard L for Syria, Ad

educated individualls from .other parts of Syria must learn g and,

t
for conversational purposes, an approximation to Damascus L.)

(6) Stability. Diglossia is not an unstable language situation,

but can persist well over a thousand years. When communicative

tensions arise in'a digrossia situation, they '...may be resolved

by the use of relatively uncodified, unstable, intermediate forms

of'the language....In Arabic, for example, a kind of spoken Arabic

much used in certain semiformal or cross-dialectal situations has

a highly classical vodabulary with few or no inflectional endings,

with certain features of classical syntax, but with a fundamentally

colloquial base in morphology and syntax, and a generous admixture

of colloquial vocabulary." (p. 332) Lexical items borrowed from H

to. L'comprise a valid analogy to the learned borrowings from Latin

to the RdMance Languages.

(7) Grammar. The grammatical structures of H and L always display

extensive differences. H typically has grammatical categories

lacking in and has an inflectional system of nouns and verbs
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which is farbless or nonexistent in. L6 Cla sical Arabic, for

example, has three cases in the noun,/ whil=J the colloquial

dialects have none. Also', there'are strik I g differehcesrof

word order and differences in the us of t troductory and connec-

tive particles between H and L languages. It-is generally safe

to say, at leaSt for Arabic, that the gr atical stFucture of

any given L variety 'is simpler than that of its H.°

(8) Lexicon. A very great part of the vocabulary of H and L is

shared, with, naturally, varied forms and different uses and Aldan-

ings of these forms in each language. It is quite expected,

%

though, that; technical terms and learned expressions in the H

lexicon would have no regular L equivalents; and that popular

expressions and the names of domestic or',1ocalized objects in the

L varieties, would hay, no regular H equivalents. "But a striking

feature of diglossia is the existence of many paired items, one

H one L, referring to fairly common concepts frequently Used in

both H and L, where the range of giianing of the two items is

roughly the same, and the use of one or the other immediately

stamps the utterance or written sequence as H or L." (p,_334)

In Arabic, the word for "see" is ra?aa in H, and saaf in L.

Ra?aa is never used in ordinary conversation, but is always the

form which occurs in written Arabic- -even when an original quote

contains Xaaf, it must be printed as ra?aa, in a newspaper, for

example.

(9) pAonology. H and L. phonologies are moderately 'different in

Arabit. Although their relationships in other diglossia situa-

tions cannot be easily generalized, Ferguson offers two statements

which may be justified: first, "the sound systems of H and

16



constitute a single phonological structure of which the L

phonology is Zhe basic system and the divergent features of H

phonology are either a subsystem or a parasystem," (p. 335)

And second, "if !pure' H items have phonemes not fdlund in 'pure'-

L items,4L phonemes frequently substitute for these in oral use

of H and.regularly replace them in tatsamas." (p. 336)

With; the characteristic features of, diglossia completed,

is now feasible to describe this partiOular situation in Arabic

,speech communities more fully. The colloquial dialects were

primarily tribal during the pre-Islamic period, but expanded to

regional status thereafter, and now are tending to be national.
1- I

Classical Arabic, on the other hand, had always been used only

in specially designated contexts, and has been attainable only by
*

a portion of the population, that which gained prestige and

cultural prominence, because this "second" language required

special training. Even today, this diglossia situation continues

in the Arab world. (Bateson 1967:79) *

4
The most crucial problems that diglossia has affected are

the problems of illiteracy and comprehension difficulty on the

part of the peasant in the Arab world today. (Indeed, "the

crucial social problem in the Arab world today is the develop-

ment of the peasant. Fellman 1973:24) The educated urban, or

town dweller; even, has made great progress in conquering the

problem of linguistic dualism through his acquisition ff the

standard formal language of Classical Arabic, but the peasant

has remained, in this area (as in many others, backward and

confined to a narrow world (his village) and, with this, to a

narrow language (a single dialect).0 Because of the diglossic

17
a
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situation the peasant is isolated fro

for 'he cannot understand' the village

newspapers since both of these'use tp

add not any village dialect. 'Today,

ionsidered by law a citizen of'his c

to develop himself as a fully produc

:countries are all engaged, to varyi

of development, part of which invol

speak, read,'and write the standard

(Fellman 1973:24, 28, 29) Efforts

considerations of a single standard

Arab wprld,will be discussed in pa

however, the socio-cultural origi s

sic split will .be discussed.

The diglossic split in the A

with three other cleavages (intr4

back to the beginnings of the hist

10

the rest of his nation;

adio or read the modern

standard national language,

wever, the peasant is

try who must be allowed

ve countryman. The Arab

(

deg:e6, xn this rocs

teaching the peasant to

dguage of his nation.

.this direction,' Involving

d language throughout the

IV of this paper. Presently,

d,development of the diglos-

r

world is intimately linked

ed above) , all of which ieach

y of this area and have,

indeed, become deeply entrenched" it. The first of these cleav-
-1..

ages consists of geographical splittings: Fellman (197p:25-26)

Staunchly refutes Arab nationalism's claims of unity and argues

"that there never was an appreciab e span of time,iii which the

Arabs were all united in an Arab M ddle East." Beginning wth

the struggles between the Egyptian land the Mesopotamian Empires
1

of 2500 B.C. and earlier and contin ing through the centuries to

Napoleanic and European pursuits in

has been continually split by strugg

geographical splittings finallyculmi

tiLl fragmentation of the Middle Eas
$

18

860 and following, the area

es for domination. These

ated in the prpent poii-

into its states, kingdoms,
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republics, and monarchies. One might want to argue that there

have been at least two times in the Arabs' past when they were

a'united and distinctive people: with the rise of Islam in

630 A.D. and with the domination of the Ottoman.Bmpire in the

late fourteenth to the early nineteenth centuries. However, all

of the Arabs were truly united only foi. a brief period under

Muhammad--for "not even during the Century of the Great Conquests,

650 to 750 A.D., Were all of the Arabs truly united" Jp. 25)f

and, as for their unity under Ottoman domination, "unity under

&foreign power is only unity under protest." (p. 26)

tot, The second cleavage linked to diglossia in the Akab world

consists of.socio-econpmic splittings. Wellman 1973:26-27) It

is to be noted, in considering the area's ancient history, that
. .

both the Neolithi and, the Urban
.
Revolutions took place first

4 . .

in the Middle East. The'separation and division of urbanites

and countrymen, consumers and produce'rs developed out of the,

riseiof city states, and the beginnings of civilization proper. -

4?
.

The'Se splits continue to this day, esulting in threedistincOr.,

'types-of citizens--the urbanite, the villager, and the nomad.

Among the urbanites, further divisions prevail "between a.

,hereditary aristocracy of priests and kings, a bourgeoisie of

scribes, officials, and merchants, and an urban proletariat of

artisans and craftsmen." (p. 26) The forbears of,'as well as

the present-day nomad (and Bedouin), herding sheep, goats,, water

buffalo, and depending on camels for existence, haveoalways

managed to survive independently of civilization proper. All

three of the groups, urbanites, Villagers, and nomads, as a

.
matter of fact, have had oontact with each other throughout

history, but have never influenced each other. They have lead

19,
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their °A lives Separately, "each with their own system of law,

their own Way of working, their own preferences in family living,;

and, what is most germane tothis paper, even their own peculiar

oddities of speech.' Different strata's different interests lead

almost inIitably to different varieties of speaking." 26-27)'

Finally, religious splittings constitute the third cleavage

linked to diglossia. (Fellman 1973:27) The Middle East has been

the birthplace foethree of the world's great religliOns, Christ-
6

'ianity, Judaism, and Islam, "but, more importantly, (p) has seen the

rise.and fall of more religious sects, offshoots and heresies

than any other region in the world if only because of its great

_antiquity." -(p. 27) Political and social questions related to

the ,geographical and socio-economic splittings treated abovi,

implicitly fostered. theseroffshoots, eten though religious

questions were the ostensible cause..; Thus, the.socio-political

environment as well as the physical environment of the area, with

its "vast deserts, inaccessible mountains with mountain springs,

restricted water supplies causing'small clusterings,of people,

all aided in providing refuge areas for dissenting minotity

groups." (p. 27) The Middle Easternerstithemas toclay, continue

to be greatly conscious of religion and to classify people accord-

ingly; in Orderto prevent conflict, the religious groups.wand

sects do not really intermingle. "This practice leads to inbreed-

ing and a distinctive way of life in eating and clothing habits,

family life, and general world outlook." (p. 27) The various

ieligiouS groups are also characterized by distinctive linguistic

habits and peculiarities of speech, all of which contribute to

distinctive culture and the diglossia issue among the Arabs.

Thus, culturally, there exist geographical, socio- economic,

20
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and religious splittings in Middle Eastern Arab society which

accentuate and lead to the diglossic problem of Arab. These

splittincia interweave with one another to produce, inst

tOtally,homogeneous region, only isolated/ areas of homogene

.behavio. Every one of these areab uses a different colloquial
4

0

speech, and, within each area, each speaker may choose from any

number of.different styles. Thus, many dialects of.Arabic are in.
%

use throUghout the Middle,East,', and.each one differs from the

standard ClAssical Arabic-- "giving the fourth splitting, FergusOn:s

,diglossia." (Fellman 1973:27),

It may appear, from the-preceding account, that the Midd1e

4, East is not amend cultural area'at all. However, Penman

-(1973:28). notes that Raphael liatai (1,962) considers "the common
.

history of Islamic civilizationv with its two leading themes or*

the religion Islam and the language Classical Arabic," as provid-
. A

ing thepasic gnity of this region. Penman argues, though, that-
P.* 4

although these two Vemes, as superposed qandards, sufficiently

serve to. unify Middle Eastern society, they also may', paradoxi-

cally, stimulate a diglossia situation; for thelkrabs devoutly

hold that the two are congruous in that the language incorporates

and expresses their most divine, truthful, and'beautiful religion.

(Fellman 1973:28) Classical Arabic yet remainsi"the language in

which all important things are said [for it is thought to be

"more beautiful and more significant"], in addressing God, in

crossing national boundaries, and in science and the arts"

(Batson 1967:80); it is, in fact, "God's gift to man, as written

by Him in His Book, the Koran,... through His messenger Muhammad.....

But, just like God, Classical Arabic is unattainable, or else
-

attainable only through toil in His name.. Thus, only holy men,

4-
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scholars and teachers can Aver hope to know Classical Arabic."

(Fellman 197.3:28,)

throughout his past history, 'therefore,' the peapant has

been prevented from being a saholai of the Classical language

due to his life-pattern. Today; Iowever, the Arab peasant must

Iconfront the nationalistic( materialistic progrgssion of the
`'

modern world;/he is believed to be frustrated and discontented.

. l'r't
,

because he, cannot partake fully in the political, social, a ji

...

economic development of his. country. Diglossia has-deepened his,' ;

the illiterate's, plight, and-has made illiteracy much more

--difficult to combat. Kellman 1973:28, 29) Before considering

wha.Cactiont might be taken to dissolve the diglosdic split
A

which alienates the Arabpasant (part IV), a descriptive analyis
=

t of Classical Arabic and of one of the many)vernaculars,'Syrian

Arabic, follOws, because it is deemed necessary to an understand-

ing of a proposed and evolving "Middle Arabic,".onehoped to

satisfactorily merge and compromise between Classical Arabic and

the colloquial dialects.
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It is believed that Classical Arabic (hereafter abbreviated

CA) has remained unchanged for the past thirteen hundred years

due to the cciaification of its grammarlby.grammariansi and its

pro unciation, by reciters.ot the Qur'an. As previously
.

desc ibed, the prose or poetry of CA may be he-ard as'n oral

peadi g from a teat; or as. a recital ;from memory, as is often

7
done ith the Qur'an, but it is never used to carry on a

dialo ue in4k ordinary' conversation. (Selim 1967;133) 'Por

(

this purpose, 'mit at the. ArabiC vernaculars is used. Syrian

Arabic, comprising the educated collpqu&al speech of 'Damascus%

(and hereafter abbreviated SA)4 will be describ'ea'and compared

with CA in this paper because it was the native language of

this writer. SA is sometimes referred to as Eastern Mediterra-

neannean Arabic and serves as the prestige-fgional dialect not only

i--;.for the Syrian area, but also for "Greater Syria," including

Palestine (especially Jerusalem), Lebanon (especially Beirut),

and Jordan. (Bateson 1967:106)

The following sketch of the linguistic structures of CA
.N

and SA presents a synchronic comparison of the phonology,

morphology, syntax, and lexicon of the two languages. (This

outline is, in large part, based on that presented by Selim,-

in his study comparing CA' and Egyptian Araboi.c-1967.)

I. PHONOLOGY

A. The phoneme inventory

1. The consonants

23
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The CA inventory is that of Selim (19671134) and, essentially

conforms with that of Al-Ani (1970;29) and.bateson (19'67:4). While

.most linguists agree on the phoneme inventory of CA, there is some

v
. ,

'divergence in the qonsonatntaland vocalic repertoire of SA.,.Cantineau

(1956:123-124) ,presents 24 consonants andDsix vowels,:whill4well

(1964:1-12) includes three More consonants and five more vowefs.

The'latter analysis is preferred here.

SA

2. The voiTelst.

Shoit Lon

Front Central Back Front- Central , Back

High
. '

1

.

.

()

.. -

11

/ f

V LI

Mid
1 ,

Low
.

.

.

.

0..

High
I

V
I I LW

mid e a 0 ee oo

Low _ a...
a00...

The phonemic charts represent the following data:

(a) CA has 35 phonemes comprising 29 consonants (24 nonvelar,

five velar) and six vowels (three short, three long).

(b) SA has 38 phonemes comprising 27 consonants (23 nonvelar,

four velar) and eleven vowels (six short, five long).

2
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(c) While the total number of phonemes is almost the

CA and SA,'Hak tends to lesser consonants and more

same in

vowels.

t:

(d) In manner of articulation, SA tends primarily towards stops 4

.and away,

CA

SA.

(e) in point

However,

from affricates and fricatives:
e.

,r./4/ /9/, /If,- Psz .

/;41.4' 14/ /

o artkculaln, SA tends to back CA consonants.
4
the backing is'primarily towards dentals or

,

.alveolars and away 'from interdehtals:

CA AI/ /9/ /I/ .

. SA (1.1 /5 / /2./ /Z/

B. Length
A *

In CA,.both vowel and consonant length determine'

meaningful contrasts. This pprtains to SA, also, in whiCh

every sound has a long and short form except I'D/, 14hiph.

is always short. (Bateson 1967:6 and Cowell 1964:15)

C. Accentuation

Accentuation is not distinctive in CA nor usually in

4
SA; for the general rule is this: "the last long syllable

in a word is accented; if there is no long syllable, then

thefirst syllable 'is accented." (Cowell 1964:18.and Bateson

1967:8) .There are, however, about four exceptions to the

general rule of accentuation in SA'(Cowell 1964:20-21).

D. Some morphophonemic changes

1. Pause vs. context form

A 'Set of conventions exists for reading CA

J

in the standard style: final short vowels are

dropped; &se endings at the end of phraset

2C
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or ii.iolated on words in "pause form", are dropped

br shortened. "CA distinguishes between: (a) pause,
. ,

incomplete or -shot form, which occurs finally in

an utterance and ends in
.00'

-C, -CC, or -VV, and if -V

occurs finally, it is dropped; and (b) context,

complete or long form, which isInohfinal in an

utterance pnd does no drop -V." (Selim 1967:137)

v ,

This contrast of pause s. s. cAntext foims has been

dropped in SA; while accentuation has become.more

important. (Bateson 1967 :8, :.98j

2. The, vowels (Selim 1967:138-140 and' Cowell 1964:26-33)

. 41

'(a) Shortening final long vowels. SA shortens CA

r final long vowels.

CA SA

?uktubii

katabuti

ramaa rama threw.'

Final long vowels in CA are shortened only

before the glottal stop of obligatory elision.

ktibi

katabu 'They wrote.'

?uktubii +?alkitairb uktubi,lkitaabil 'Write the book!'

katabuu + ?alkitaab katabu lkitaab -'They wrote the book.'

ramaa + ?aikitaab r:ima,lkitaab 'He ;threw the book.:'

(b) Lengthening final short vowels. SA lengthens

fill short Vowels befgre suffixes. CA lengthens

final short vowel's only when these are thyme

vowels, as in poetry.

CA SA

?uktubii + iaa ktibi + ha

?uktubiihaa ktibiiha

27

F

'Write it!'



CA

katabuu + haa
katabuuhaa

ramaa + haa rama + ha
ramaahaa ramaaha

20

SA

katabu + ha 'They wrote it.'
katabuuha

'He threw it.'

(c) Elision of vowels. With only some exceptions,

the /e/ or /0/ before a final consonant in

all SA words is dropped when any suffix be-

ginning with a :vowel (except /-a/ 'her', /-on/

'them') is added,. CA lacks this feature.

,raat
raatek

SA

Vaafet (4-70/Wyou
gaaftek

saaxud 4 baaxod (+-ak) you
saaxuuduka baaxdak

f. 'she saw'
'she saw,you'

m. 'I'll take'
'ill 'take you'

mudarris meallem (+-iin) p1.
mudarrisuun mcallmiin

(d) Epenthetic vowels. Neither CA

(f)

(m.

'teacher' (m..)

'teachers' (m.)

nor SA permits

0

clusters of three consonants. Thus, an ppenthetic,

or helping vowel is automatically inserted when,

such a sequence occurs, as in the transition
0

from the end of one,word to the beginning of

another. (Epenthetic vowels are raised in

the transcription below.)

CA has.:'

/u/ after the pronouns ?antum, hum, -tum, -hum,

-kum

hum + ?almudarrisuun-4humu lmadarrisuun

- 'They, are the teachers.'

/a/ after min when followed by the definite
.-f

,article ?al

28
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min + ?almudarris-Omina lmudarris

'from the teacher'

/i/, the most common of the three epenthetic

vowels, occurs elsewhere./

katabat + addars-Okatabati .ddars

'she wrote the lesson.'

SA has:

AD/ as its single epenthetic,vowel, used in a.'

number of different environments to break

up consonant' clusters. For example, in a

cluster of 3 or 4 consonants, it is inserted

before the last two:

bunt 'girl' +'giire--4bznt," zgiire

'a little girl'

-And, a two-consonant sequence, at the end

of a phrase, is often eliminated by

inserting ia/ between them:

WUU 'what' + hal- 'this' + ?akl 'foodt>

%uu 'What is this food?'

A basic conclusion which may be drawn froth this section is that

the phonology of the two varieties of Arabic is "moderately different,"
,.....

as Charles A. Ferguson points out in his Diglossia (1959:335) paper,

mentioned above. Commenting on the grammatical structure of the two
A

varieties of any diglossia, Ferguson also says that the "Low variety

here Sig is simpler than that of its corresponding High here C]."

(p. 334) It is believed that the following analyses will prove this

statement be true also.

\P ,
II. )40 HOLOGY

A. Grammatical categpries
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From the comparative chart below, it is

obvious that SA has simpler grammatical categories

than CA. Verbs and nouns only are treated here, and

the restrictions of their categories are not indicated

because such are beyond the scope of this study.

(Cowell. 1964:35, 236,-494 and Seljuk 1967:140)

CA SA

Verbs are inflected for:

Tense Perfect Perfect
Imperfect Imperfect

t

Mood Indicative Indicative
Subjunctive Subjunctive
Jussive LACKING
Energetic LACKI G
Imperative Impera ve

'

Voice Active Active
Passive Passive

Person Third (3) Third
SesiDnd (2) 4" Second
First (1) First

Number
J

Singular (S) Singular
Dual (D) LACKING
Plural (P) Plural

Gender Masculine (M)
Feminine (F)

Nouns are inflected for:

Number

Masculine
Feminine

Singular Singular
Dual Dual
Plural ,Plural

Case Nominative (N) LACKING
Accusative (A) LACKING
'Genetive (G) LACKING

Gender' Masculine
Feminine 30

Masculine
Feminine



State

CA SA

Definite (def) Definite
Indefinite (ind) Indefinite

2-3

B. The verb (Selim 1967:141 and Cowell 1964:55, 173-176)

The following table, which gives the conjtigation

of the verb 'to write', illustrates that SA simplifies

CA verb forms in that SA "(1) patterns the person,

number, and gender categories of.its two tenses after

the CA Energetic 2 mood, the only moo.d in CA that has

no Dual or Feminine Plural, (2) patterns its perfect

after the pause form of CA perfect, ana (3) patterns

its imperfect indicative and subjunctive after the

Jussive mood (or the Pause mood)." (Salim 1967:141)

SAtexpresses the indicative mood by the prefix /b-/

preceding the person prefixes, and the subjunctive'.

mood by the lack of the /b-/ prefix. (The abbre-

viations for the categories cited above are used here,

after.)

,31
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C. The noun (Selim 1967:142 and Cowell 1964:209-213, 366)

As is evident from the accompanying table, SA

simplifies CA nouns by patterning all of them after

those of CA pause form.

-CA . SA

Full form Pause form
.

ind N
.,

GD

A

N...0
clef GA...

mudarrisaatun

...in

...

...i

+pm,

mudarrisaat

...

...

...4.

.

...

-

mEallemaat
/

'teachers (F)'

N

def G

A...a
N...un
G...in
A

mudarrisu

t. i

...an

mudarris

...

...

...

...aa

....,

-,

4

mEallem

'teacher (M)'

.

inil N

G

A

def N

G

A-

4aalin

... ,

...iyan

...ii

...iya

Baal

...

...iyaa

...ii

,

...

....4

4aali

'expensive'

.

.

0

qvc

33
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CA SA

6

Full, form Pause form
.

N
and

G
clef'

A

kitaabaani

. mayni

...
.

kitaaiaan '

...ayn

...

kitaabeen

'two books'

N
and

G
def A...

mudartisuuna

...Una

, .

mudarristun

II: iin_

...
.

mEallmiin

'teachers (M)'

D. Morphological principled

Before leaving morphology to discuss syntax, it is

imperative that one looks at the derivational prodesses

by which Arabic operates and which are considered "more

highly developed in Arabic than in.'other Semitic langu-'

ages." (Bateson 1967:1)

Arabic is characterized and operates by thp "root

and pattern system." In bolth CA and SA, roots usually

consist of three consonants (or are triliteral; many

.quadriliteral roots, howAver, exist), such as klm.

(Cowell 1964:35-51) Bateson (1967:1) continues describ-

ing the system in thqifollowing manner:

These consonant sequences, unpronounceable in tJem-
selves, have one or sometimes several general meanings:
the root klm means something to do with speedh. Roots
cannot be used, however, unless they are provided with
vowels, and may be specifically defined only when ,in

association with a particular vowel pattern, ,e.g.
/kalimah/ 'word, utterance, maxim', utilizing the pattern
C a C i C ah, where C C C represent he three

1 2 3 1 2 3

34
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consonants of the root in relation to the surround-
ing vowels. Some patterns require the lengthening
(gemination) of one of the root consonants: /kallam/
the addressed (someone)' has the pattern. C1 a .C2 C2
a C3. Some patterns involve the affixation of addi-
tional consonants: /kalmaaniiy/o.'eloquent, fluent .

speaker', from the,pattern C1 a C2 C3 aaniiy, or /muta
kallim/ 'spokesman, theologiah', from the pattern muta
C1 a C2 C2 i C3. These patterna, while not perfectly
systematic, do in many cases have clearly definable
functions, and the attempt to define these functions
makes up a great part of the grammatical study of
'Arabic, whereas the listing of roots,is essentially
the business of the dictionary.

In dealing with the root and pattern system,

Bateson (1967:2-3) fuither.bffers three significant

generalizations:

(a) most patterns, even in what are called
pausal. forms, provide some information about
'the place of a particular form in the system
of parts of speech, e.g., as a verb form or a
noun forme (b) many patterns are the result
of a se4es of derivatitnal steps, some of
which are semantically systematic, while others
seem arbitrary the meanings of derived forms
of the verb ark; often' startling, though the
participles derived from those verb forms
stand in a predictable relationship to them;
(c) some forms are almost totally predictable,
and, if the form does not already exist, will
be given a predictable meaning when coined, up
to the point where some historitel accident

. intervenes.

To illustrate the foregoing, some examples in SA

"follow:. (Cowell 1964:36-38)

(a)
V
zobne 'cheese' rakbe 'knee'

Collin 1:lox' nasbe 'relationship'

xatbe 'marriage prposal' ?abre 'needle'

35-
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The pattern which is evident in these words comprises

the sequence C1 + a +C2 C3 + e. It is one ofthe

patternslyhich identifies feminine nouns, but it

refers to no paTt of the words' meanings.

.

tabbaax IcOok' hallaa? 'barber'

xayyaat 'tailor' fannaan 'artist'

larraah 'surgeon' xaddaam 'servant'

This pattern, Cl + a + C2 C2 + as + C3,,is typical

of masculine-nouns, but also carries an element of

meaning: it indicates the occupation or profession

of the person eferred to.

(c) Turning to roots, the following illustrates

that words with the same root are usually related

in meaning:

tabbaax 'cook' matbax 'kitchen' (Root t-b-x)

xaddaam Iservant'....xlidme 'service' (Root x-d-m)

xJtbe 'marriage proposall..xatiib 'fian4(Root x -t -b)

(There are numerous exceptions, however, to both the

pattern and root implications.)

III. SYNTAX

The major differences between CA and SA syntactically

are clearly linked to morphologicarchanges. SA is

becoming increasingly synthetic, with word order and par-

E)
tidies bearing a heavier burden: Indeed, the most Wit-

(

standing feature of SA, as well as of all of the Arabic

vernaculars, is that it drops all final short vowels,

thereby losing completely system of nominal inflection

for cases and verbal inflection for moods.. (Bateson 1967:

97-101) 36
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A. Agreement

SA may have a more complec sysltem of parts of

speech th"an CA because it hal veloped an independent

category of adverbs and it has multiplied the use of

phrase types, particulatly verbal phrases. One area

to be illustrated here, agreement, designates, however,

that. SA tends to simplify the agreement between nouns

and adjectives. CA dual and feminine plural adjectives

are expressed the same way as the masculine plural in

SA. (Cowell 1964:133, 138, 202, 515; Bateson 1967:100;.

Selim 1967:143)

CA SA

SM

F

mudarrisun muhimmun

...atun ...atun
.

mEallem rghamm 'an important

efse .e teacher'

IIM

F

...uuna

...aatun

...uuna

...aatun

...iin

...aat

..

... iin 'important

... teachers'

DM

F

_

maktabaani

...ataani

...aani

...ataani

J,

maktabeen

...teen

... 'two important
offices'

... 'two important
libraries'

B. Contrastive text

A series of utterances are cited. below to illustrate

the differences of syntactic form employed by CA and SA.

In each pair, the CA utterance is given first (Selim

1967:143-144), followed by its SA counterpart (Dr. Deeb

Shalhoub, informant). CA.utterances terminate with

words given in their pause form, and their context form

appears between parenthesis%1 Two different intonation

.37
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patterns are indicated by the marks /./ and /?/

finally in an utterance.

These utterances are accompaniqd by a tape recorded

by Dr. Deeb Shalhoub, an informant educated both in

Damascus, Syria, and in the U.S. This tape is provided

because SA, like all the Arabic vernaculars, is almost

exclusively conversational Arabic, and thus familiarity

with its live sound is indispensable to its application.

Both CA and SA utterances are recorded for their con-

trastive value.

(1) ?i'aa lam taskut sa?ahabu ?ila lIaamieah (jaamieati).

?iza ma' sakatit ana. raayeh.ial Yaameah.

'If you (MS) don't be quiet, I'm going to the

university.'

(2) tafaddal min hunaa upaYiis ealaa lmagead

(mageadil*

tfaddal min hoon, Wool Ealla.hadik lkersi.
,

'Please come (MS) this way, and sit on that chair.'

(3) likay yaraa Yawaaza ssafari w attaniirah (ta?Kiiratal

man 'aan yiguuf joowaz issagar

'So that he may see the passport and the visa.'

(4) hunaaka mabaanin kaOiiratun Yhdiidah (Yadiidatun).

fii binayaat jdiidi ktiir.
,

'There are many ne4buildings.'

(5) ?alhuYratu muriihatun wa ma4ru nniili sfamiil

(Yhmiilun).

?iloda m4riiha wamunzar enniil helu.
.

'The room is comfortable and the view of the Nife

is beautiful.
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(6) kami ssaaeatu 1?aan (?aana)?

adee% issaaEa halla??

'What time is it now?'

(7) ?ayna ?anta laahib (laahibun)?

ween rayeh?

/ 'Where are you (MS) going?'

(8) Iastu laahiban ?ila lmadrasati lyawma yaa

manii raaxeh Eal madrasi lyom, baaba.

'I'm not going to school today, Dgddy.'

(9) ?at4kuriina eindamaa kunti taquuuliana haa a, 1kao

laam (kalaama)?

ptitzakarii lama kinti oolii hal kala4m?,

'Do you (FS) remembe when you used to say this?!

(10) laa taxaf ?abadan,

laa taxaaf ?abadaan.

'Don't .be afraid (MS) at all.'

(11) ?aetinii kuuba maaP (maPin).

Eatiinii kaasset may.

'Give- (MS or FS) me a glass water.'

(12) ma smu rrajuli 11411 jaa? a ?ams (?amsi)?

sU ism zalame lli ija mbagreh?

IV. LEXICON

'What is the name of the man who came yesterday?'

e

The Arabic le icon includes an immense number of words

from various area and historical epochs;''il11 of the nuances

acquired for these words have been preserved with them, often

making meanings in context difflRult to determine and, ob-

viously, resulting,--in an extremely diffuse semantic spectrum.
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However, "the old-fashioned jibe that 'every word in Arabic

means itself, its opposite and a kind of camel' is wholly

unmerited" when one considers the fact that Arabic conceptual

categories, as those of any cultural group, are unique and very

different from those familiar to Europeans, for example.

ABesitton 1970:111) Actually, the Arab people use only a small

portion of this immense vocabulary they have accumulated,

rexcept for conscious and conspicuous archaism"; also, the

practice common in traditional dictionaries of listing half a
tr

dozen very different meanings for' various words is now ordinar-

ily restricted to one or two. (Bateson 1967:86 -87)

CA lends itself to three different sources of new vocabu-

lary acquisition. (Bateson 1967:86-91) The first of these is

the reinterpretation and revival of old terms, by analogy, to

fit modern contexts: for example, /qitaar/ and /sayyaraah/ are

two rarely used terms for 'caravan', which are presently employed

to signify 'train' and 'automobile', respectively. Second, it

has been established that the structure of the Arabic lexicon

is based. On various patterns for deriving nouns and verbs from

existing roots. With patterns which are still open to new

coinages (e.g., if, the relationship between meaning and pattern

has nota-lifted over the years), words may be coined at will,

0

exhibiting some chance of inherent meaning. While relatively

\ few patterns are thoroughly open for free coinage, however,

most patterns accommodate the innovation of'technical terms:

Verbal nouns: eta?miin/ 'insurance', /tafyiin/ 'ionization',

- /?idaatah/ 'broadcasting'

Participles: /matamar/ 'conference', /mantuujaat/ 'products'

40
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Nouns of place.: /masnae/ 'factory', /mustaSfaa/ 'hospital',

/mataar/ 'airport'.

Finally, the third source of new vocabulary is direct

borrowing from Indo-European, and Semitic languages. Most of

the earlier loans from Latin suit the Arabic phonologibal

pattern well (isiraat/ 'path' from strata).; however, only a.few

-1.

Greek loans that came into Arabic the Middle Ages for adapta-

tion pt the Greek sciences could be fully assimilated (/falsaf/

'philosophize,), with the majoritY being unmistakably foreign

(/luu4raafiiyah/ 'geography' ) . Terms such as these are

cult to incorporate into the ArabiC language because.,they do

not easily fit most of the derivational processes. Not only

Alio the people of the land feel that such borrowings impingeon

Arabic style, but, recently, their growing sense of nationalism

has made them less tolerant' of these borrowings from European

languages, which they regard onlyas a last resort. As such,
IN
g"'mocielt7borrowings today come primarily from French (/bilaaj/

'beach', Fr.'plage) /lhayaatu lbuuhiimiiyay/ 'la .facie de boAme ),

With English ( /kulttii1/, /faytaamiin/) and Italian words being

the next most numberous, respectivelY.

SA, like the othei dialects, has always tolerated and

assimilated More loanwords than CA. One clear bit of evidence

to substantiate this claim is that SA embodies Turkish loanwords,

which are all but nonexistenein CA. However, Ferguson's basic
a

premise concerning the lexicon in a diglossia situation, estab-

lished above, holds true for CA 4d SA also: that CA and SA

contain paired items which are synonymous, but which are distinct

'tively marked as either the High or Low variety. In addition
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to the pair /ra ?aa/ and

/jaa?a bi-/ 'come with,

'what' is /Yuu/ in SA.

/sVaaf/ 'see', noted above, the CA

bring' is /jaab/ in SA, and CA /maa/

(Bateson 1967:100 -101) In all these

examples, SA tends to simplify the CA forms.

SA, again like the other dialects, contains a great deal

of vocabulary borrowed from CA. Many words in CA pertaining

to technical and academic subjects enter the general vocabulary

by means of educated speakers discussing such subjects and

sometimes by means of the radio or.cinema. Also, there is

much religious vocabulary borrowed from CA: in SA, where CA /q/

ordinarily becomes /?/, the /q/ is yet preserved in such words

as the /qur?aan/. Often, one word in CA will have two cognates

in SA, one representing the structure of the.,dialect with the

other remaining a loanword.- The interdentals have been completely
o

reduced to dentals (/t/, /d/, /d/) in SA and they are pronounced

as sibilants in Clissical loanwordsf CA /hadiit/ 'event, saying'

is manifested both as /hadiit/ 'event' and /hadiis/ 'saying

attributed to Muhammad' in SA. Finally, proverbs, which include

religious maxims, are usually quoted in CA, even when cited in

ordinary conversation by illiterates (this constitutes party of

the qualification ascribed to Ferguson's "function" of diglossia,

above). (Batson 1967:106-107', 110-111)

At,
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111. Standardization

Due to the many complications.produced by diglossia, much

v. thought is being given to the development of a "Middle Arabic",

one which would be more attainable to the general populace.

through a simpler CA structure, but yet'would be unimersal in

the Arab world and preserve the Classical tradition. Such a

development is taking place in the Arab world due to certain

trends which have appeared: "(a) more widespread literacy

(whether for economic, ideological, or other-reasons), (b)

broader communication among different regional and social seg-

ments of the community (e.g. for economic, administrative,

military, or ideological reasons), and (c) the desire for a

full-fledged standard "national" language as an attribute of

autonomy or of sovereignty." (Ferguson 1959:338)

Among those who have called for unification of the language

(leaders in the community and/or the intelligentsia), some

support the adoption of CA, others one colloquial form, and the

majority favors a modified or mixed variety of these two (despite

Ferguson's assertion that this is not very common, 1959:38;

Ferguson, in fact, is biased toward greater use of the colloquial

variety). Taking the advocates of CA first, these "classicists"

or "puri.sts" believe in the supremacy of a language which accords

with the literary language of the Middle Ages. "They are con-

vinced that such a language, patterned after the classical, is

clear, concise, expressive,' and possesses all the ingredients

necessary for becoming the standard language. Moreover, it has

the add& advantage of preserving the Quegivand the great

literary, tradition." (Chejne 1969:165) Based on these 'grounds,

4 3'r
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any dialect is thought to be unworthy and incapable of express-

ing thought. Ciassicisjlso maintain "that dialects lack any.

literary tradition to speak of, that they'suffer from the, major

defect of not portraying the past in its full glory,' and are

inadequate for the political, social, and cultural needs of

present-day Arab society." (Chejne 1969:164-165 and Fellman

1973:29)

Advocates of the colloquial, on the other hand, view.the

classical language as archaic and incompatible with modern times

and needs: As a'result, it 'does not .truly express either the

emotional or the intellectual persuasions of most of the prpple.

Frayhah, one of these advocates, writes:

We think, speik, sing, murmur our prayer, talk
tenderly to our children, whisper the ears of our
beloved ones, 'seek understanding with Whoever we want
to and insult tfibse who we see fit to in a flowery and
smooth spoken langUage which does not delay thinking,
nor requires much effo. But when we assume a formal
position in the capacity, of a teacher, preacher, lawyer,
broadcdster or lecturer, we 'have to attire ourselves
with another linguistic personality, and we have to
talk in a language with difficult vowel-endings, and
with stiff rules in its construction and expressions.
(Chejne 1969:162-163) 4

The classical is, therefore, completely out of touch with

the people and is used only by writers or a small minority.

Advocates of the colloquia further insist that "the colloquial

is not a product of ling stic degeneration, but of linguistic

evolution born of the needs of the people...,.It possessthe

human element....(ancl it surpasses the terse, archaic, and

lifeless classical...." (Chejne 1969:167) Adoption of a collo-

quial language would also ease the educational problem since

people have already acquired a basic knowledge of it in early

childhood. Consequently, based on considerations of usage and
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linguistic evolution, colloquial proponents believe "one or

more dialects will triumph, creating a historical. parallel

with the victory of colloquial languages over Greek and Latin."

(Chejne 1969:166-167 and Cadora 1965:133)

The most practical and suitable proposal concerning the

Issue of standardization, though, is the adoption of a unified

-language, one which-satisfactofly merges and compromises between

CA and the colloquial dialects, the language of the intelligent-

sia. (Fellman 1973:31-and Chejne 1969:168) That the "language

of the educated" should prevail throughout the Arab world is

not surprising when one considers that intellectuals from differ-

ent Arab countries find it simpler and more natural to use their

own forms of colloquial Arabic for the fullest communication.

(This Intercommon Spoken. Arabic, hereafter ISA, is not to be

confused with MSA,.Mcdern Standard Arabic, defined ,as "that -

variety of Arabic that is found in contemporary books, newspaperS,

and magazines, and that is used orally in formal speeches, public

lectures, learned debates, religious ceremonials and in news

broadcasts over radio and television." (McLoughlin 1972:58),

other words, MSA is a syntactically simplified and lexically

and phonetically modified form of CA, used only in formal con-

texts.)

Educated interdialectal conversation, or ISA, is charac-

terized by stylistic modifications known as "leveling" and

"classicizing". (Blanb 1964:81-87) Leveling involves suppress-

ing certain features of one's native dialect and replacing them

with their equivalents in a more prestigious dialect; this

odcurs primarily in relation to the' prestige dialect of the

region rather than to the dialect of the person with whom one
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is conversing. For example, villagers of Syria can Choose to

imitate the Damascus dialect by elimikating the /q/ in words

like /alb//qalb/ 'heart'. "In general, leveling,Often takes

place not so much in imitation of a speci is dialect as in an
ilk

attempt to suppress localisms in favor of features which are

simply more common, more well known; these may be region-wide

dialect features (Allepine giNgu/ 'what' replaced by 'general
is

Syrian' /suu/), features shared' by, many dialects and the clas-

C, -o*,sical (/mac/ 'with', for Baghdadi /wiya /) or widely understood
i-,,

. ;classicisms (Baghdadi /laax/ pother', replaced by classical

gaaxar/)." (Blanc 1964:82) -The last two examples represent

the overlap of leveling and classicizing devices, which is not

an infrequent phenomenon.

Some classicizing devices have become a normal pert of

veryday conversational style and are,used, for one example,

hen addressing 01,equal or superior with whom one is not com-

pletely familiar: thus /q/ is restored in certain words in

Damascus, such as /qahwe/ 'coffee' or, in Cairo, /qism/ 'police

station'.

In addition to the various classicisms prevalent in every-,

day usage, there are` those. which .clearly distinguish an utter-
.

ante as elevated or "semi-literary". These classicising devices

can, by definition, be used only by educated speakers, in dis-

cussing academic subjects or in any very formal situation.

The speaker has many variations at his disposal: he may intro-

duce subordinate clauses T.43h /Tan/ without altering basic syntax,

he may employ phonemic change by pronouncing /biaad/ 'country'

as /bilaad/, and he may express,wfiole phrase's in pure or dai-

fied CA. Classicizin4 devices'also include vocabulary borrowed

-4
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from CA; CA vocabulhry is "freely borrowed...in all educated

(and pretentious) speech." (Bateson 1967:112)

Leveling and classicizihg devices combine to-such an extent

that, according to Blanc's study of the present usage of Arabic,

it is difficult "tof4Ad any sustained segment of discourse. even

an a single sentence" o 'de of purely "homespun conversation."

(Blanc 1964:85) Describing the style of any given segment of

discourse requires more than the usual techniques of descriptive

linguistics, for it ihvOlves the recognitioriof at least five..

styles: plain colloquial, which incorporates informal or mildly

formal featves; koineized colloquial, which contains leveling

devices; semi-literary or elevated colloquial; which is any

plain or koineized colloquial' that is classicized beyond the

"mildly formal" range; modified classical, which is CA with

dialectal admixtures; and standard classical, which is essentially'

without dialectal admixtutes. (Blanc 1964:85) However, Blanc's

text includes some views and prospects proposed by educated Arabs

on their language, tending to support the standardization

of ISA:
Il

(1) the present diversity in the Arabic dialectsAis due
to a lack of intercommunication among the Arabs, which
lack is itself due to the partitioning of the Arab
world into separate entities by foreign powers;

(2) the removal of externally impOsed barriers to inter-
cofilmunication is now in progress, and with it the
gradual removal of most dialectal differences;

(3) this linguistic unification will be enhanced by
increased education, especially of women [and the
peasant in general], and-the result will be a
language "very close" to CA and "very far" from any
of the colloquials;

(4) the words.used all otter the Arab world will be the
same, but each region will retain its own peculiar-
ities of pronunciation, "just like the United States";

(5) the "language of the educated 'How is the common .

Arabic of the future in statu nascendi; And
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(6)6)

i,f

t is not possible to say by what date this un ica-
ion will have taken place, but all things con idered,

f ty years hence seems a reasonable estimate, ith
some developments posgibly requiring a shorter period.
(Blanc 1964:87)

ISA consists, at presenil "of relatively uncodiried, some-

what unstable, intermediate forms." (Ferguson 1959:32) It ban

be generally stated, however, that its form is derived basically

fkom a combiNption of the riausalized system of MSA' and one or

more of the dialects. "MSA pausal forms have been gperalized

throughout the ISA system, eliminating all inflectional endings

oft the verb and noun except in borrowd words, terms, or expres-
.

sions from MSA and in some items which retain semantically

significant markers (feminine endings in verb, noun, and adjec-

tive; dual ending in the noun, and the generalized oblique As-
,

culinp plural)." (Cadora 1965:135) ISA vocabulary is

essentially the same as that of MSA, but the morphology and

syntax of IS. are based on the dialectal form; for the structeral

system of ISA seems to be nearly identical with.that of a koine

II, from which dialectal Arabic is derived. Phonologically,.

ISA differs in someoreSpects from MSA, but there is no unified

system throughout the Arab world as of yet; the existing texts

in ISA are restricted to an Easternform of Arabic., (Cadora
0

1965:133-136)

This paper concludes with the strong belief that ISA will

evolve as a harmonious link between CA and all the-diverse

dialects, despite Ferguson's predict* that several standard

languages, each based on a Low variety (Maghrebi, Egyptian, Iraqi,

Syrian, and/or Sudanese) with a heavy admixture of High vocabu-1

lary, will be the outcdme of diglossia in the Arab world. ISA

appears to be a more fruitful compromise in that it would serve
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as a unifying language among all the Arhbs and, as is-evident

it is already in the prodess of starting. Total unification,

at least in the domain oZ language, seems likely to effect

badly needed sociolinguistic changes and to improve the future

lot'of the majority of the Arab peoples.

I
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